
Complaint Description 

Andrew Saturn (Fri, 1 Mar 2019 at 3:11 PM) 
 
  

Facebook, Inc. has continued to violate RCW 42.17A.345 and WAC 390-18-050 after claiming they 
"no longer sell political ads" (1) in Washington State. I was able to place "political" ads (though I 
am not a candidate, and my ads were for a blog post 
at https://medium.com/@andrewsaturn/olympia-councilmember-jim-cooper-proposes-1-
minimum-wage-increase-d710c0eaa0e4, describing how Olympia City Council members Jim 
Cooper and Lisa Parshley are opposed to raising the minimum wage to a living wage, and also 
opposed to additional workers' rights, like secure scheduling). Additionally, the "disclosure" 
Facebook, Inc. offered to me—a website located at https://www.facebook.com/ads/archive which 
simply shows ads and who ran them—does not meet the requirements (does not display how 
many ads were shown, exact time span, who they were shown to, or dollars spent on the ads, etc). 
 
Facebook, Inc. refused to offer me any way to physically inspect books. 
 
Per articles in numerous publications, including articles written by Eli Sanders of The Stranger (2), 
Facebook, Inc. has had plenty of time to implement the changes necessary for them to meet the 
requirements set under Washington State Law. It is my opinion that the Attorney General of the 
State of Washington needs to take action in this matter, as Facebook, Inc. has shown that they 
have habitually disregarded WA state law, and are acting with malice to avoid compliance. 
 
1. https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2019/02/12/38844520/since-facebook-banned-political-ads-
in-washington-state-its-sold-a-bunch-of-them 
2. https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2018/10/16/33926412/facebook-says-its-immune-from-
washington-state-law 
 

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public? 

Concealing campaign finances and advertising details from the public 

List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found. 

Screenshots showing ads I placed, screenshots showing the information Facebook is willing to 
provide (which doesn't meet WA PDC requirements) 

List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them.  

Nobody I contacted at Facebook, Inc. would provide their full name or direct contact details. 
Facebook, Inc. does not list contact details to request information on political ads they sell. 

Complaint Certification: 

I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that 
information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. 












